FTSE METHODOLOGY SUMMARY

FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series
Evaluating Defined Contribution Investment Strategies

FEATURES

Automatic enrolment is driving increased focus on Defined Contribution (“DC”) pension schemes’
investment strategies, particularly regarding the default investment option. Regular evaluation
(at least every three years) of the default investment strategy is a key feature of regulatory
guidance.

The FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series
has been designed specifically to act as
performance benchmarks for UK Defined
Contribution (DC) Pension Schemes.

To support the transition to Defined Contribution, FTSE has introduced two sets of indices
designed to provide a framework for trustees and decision-makers to assess the performance of

The indices use a transparent, rules-based

DC strategies for discrete cohorts of savers:

construction process.

FTSE UK DC Benchmarks are designed to provide a ‘baseline’ benchmark for the
evaluation of DC strategies against a broad opportunity set.

The indices measure the performance of
major capital markets and incorporate a
glidepath as used by pension scheme

FTSE UK DC Custom Benchmarks are designed to provide a consistently calculated

administrators to progressively change asset

benchmark for specific DC investment strategies, enabling independent evaluation of the

allocation as an expected retirement date

value added by strategy design and manager implementation.

approaches.

By focusing on the overall investment experience of cohorts of savers through to their retirement
date, the FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series facilitates objective assessment of Good

The indices are calculated using price and
total return methodologies.

Member Outcomes and Value for Money, from an investment governance perspective.
The indices can be used in the creation of
index tracking products.
FTSE UK DC Benchmarks
FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series represents the performance of major asset classes

The indices are fully customisable to reflect

and the glidepath as a whole over any time horizon, for savers grouped by expected retirement

custom asset allocations and/or glidepaths

(or target) date.

provided by clients.

Performance of the glidepath is a function of the changing asset class weights over time as the
index approaches its target date, and the performance of those asset classes.
A consistent index calculation methodology enables the performance evaluation, by cohort, of
any given DC investment strategy that changes its asset allocation profile over time (a technique
used by pension schemes known as ‘lifestyling’).
In this way the FTSE UK DC Benchmark Series promotes transparency and can be used as part
of a robust investment governance process.

Source: FTSE Group
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The FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series Approach

Opportunity set:
The FTSE UK DC Standard Benchmarks are designed to provide a generic ‘baseline’ reference point for the evaluation of more specific DC
strategies against a broad opportunity set.
The FTSE UK DC Standard Benchmarks are constructed as a simple benchmark representing different combinations of a two-asset portfolio,
representative of the basic investment opportunity set available to fiduciaries. The two asset classes are Global Equity (as a proxy for the Market
Portfolio or ‘risk asset’) and Index Linked Gilts (as a proxy for a GBP Risk Free Real Income or ‘notional risk free asset’).
Risk preference:
To reflect the differing risk preferences there are 3 index groups, where the equity allocation at the outset is a maximum of 100%, 80% or 60%, as
indicated in each benchmark’s name.

FTSE UK DC Benchmark Series
FTSE UK DC
Custom Benchmarks

FTSE UK DC Benchmarks

FTSE UK DC
100% Benchmark

FTSE UK DC
80% Benchmark

FTSE UK DC
60% Benchmark

FTSE UK DC
Custom
Benchmarks

Global Equities &
UK Index Linked Gilts

Global Equities &
UK Index Linked Gilts

Global Equities &
UK Index Linked Gilts

Any asset class indices

Maximum 100% Equity

Maximum 80% Equity

Maximum 60% Equity

No constraints

20 year transition

20 year transition

20 year transition

Any transition period

5 year intervals

5 year intervals

5 year intervals

Any interval

Target Dates:
2005
2030
2010
2035
2015
2040
2020
2045
2025
2050

Target Dates:
2005
2030
2010
2035
2015
2040
2020
2045
2025
2050

Target Dates:
2005
2030
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2035
2015
2040
2020
2045
2025
2050

Source: FTSE Group

Target Dates:
Any
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The FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series Approach

Time horizon:
Lifestyling
To reflect the ‘lifestyling’ or de-risking’ approach used by DC administrators, the combination of these assets is altered over time, moving gradually
(over 20 years) from equities to fixed income, being fully invested in fixed income at and after the Target Date of retirement stated in each
benchmark’s name.
Cohorts
The methodology enables the evaluation of performance of both lifestyling and target date glidepaths from the perspective of discrete cohorts of
savers grouped by target (retirement) date.
Glidepaths
The movement in asset allocation over time of the three FTSE UK DC Standard Benchmarks can be presented as follows:
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Source: FTSE Group. Data as at 18th September /2014

Source: FTSE Group
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FTSE UK DC Custom Benchmarks

Custom benchmarks can be calculated using the same methodology and rules but applied to a custom asset allocation and/or glidepath as required
by a provider, asset manager or investment consultant, to reflect their selected asset classes and respective weights over time.

FTSE UK DC Benchmarks
Consistencies

FTSE UK DC Custom Benchmarks

• Index calculation methodology
• One index for each cohort of savers, grouped by target date

Variations

Weights of different assets in the allocation ‘glidepath’

Weights of different assets in the allocation ‘glidepath,’

designed to reflect broad investment opportunity set,

can reflect any DC investment strategy, hence may

hence restricted to:

include:

• Two major asset classes representative of the

• Multi-asset classes in any proportion

investment opportunity set
• De-risking over 20 years
• Standard methodology in line with ground rules

• De-risking over any time frame
• Diversification, optimisation, duration, and other
custom perspectives

Example Defined Contribution Evaluation Framework

Standard Benchmark
Value added/subtracted from
strategic asset allocation design
Custom Benchmark
Value added/subtracted from
investment implementation
Actual Performance

Source: Elston Consulting, for illustration only

©FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) and Elston Consulting Limited (“Elston”) 2014.
The FTSE UK DC Benchmark Series is calculated by FTSE International Limited ("FTSE") using proprietary methodologies developed by FTSE, Elston Consulting Limited ("Elston") or their respective Affiliates. All rights in the FTSE UK DC Benchmark Series
vest in FTSE. All rights in the TDFS® Target Date Index Calculation Methodology vests in Elston. “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE under licence. “TDFS®” is a trade mark of Elston
Consulting Limited.
All information is provided for information purposes only. Every effort is made to ensure that all information given in this publication is accurate, but no responsibility or liability can be accepted by FTSE, Elston or their licensors for any errors or for any
loss from use of this publication. Neither FTSE, Elston nor any of their licensors makes any claim, prediction, warranty or representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the results to be obtained from the use of the FTSE UK DC Benchmark
Series or the fitness or suitability of the Index for any particular purpose to which it might be put. No part of this information may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of FTSE. Distribution of FTSE index values and the use of FTSE indices to create financial products requires a licence with FTSE and/or its licensors.
Neither FTSE nor any of its licensors makes any claim, prediction, warranty or representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the results to be obtained from the use of the FTSE UK DC Benchmark Index Series or the fitness or suitability of
the Index for any particular purpose to which it might be put. FTSE does not provide investment advice and nothing in this communication should be taken as constituting financial or investment advice. FTSE makes no representation regarding the advisability
of investing in any asset. A decision to invest in any such asset should not be made in reliance on any information herein. Indices cannot be invested in directly. Inclusion of an asset in an index is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that asset. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only.

Data definitions available from www.ftse.com For further information visit www.ftse.com, email info@ftse.com or call your local FTSE office:
Beijing +86 (10) 5833 2202 Boston +1 887 747 3873 Dubai +971 4 375 1868 Hong Kong +852 2164 3200 London +44 (0) 20 7866 1810
Milan +39 02 3604 6954 New York +1 887 747 3873 Paris +33 (0)1 70 37 10 35 Rio de Janeiro +1 887 747 3873 San Francisco +1 887 747 3873
Shanghai +86 (21) 6058 9132 Sydney +61 (2) 9293 2864 Tokyo +81 (3) 3581 2811 Toronto +1 416 572 7979
Source: FTSE Group
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